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Each opinion is assigned a Miscellaneous 3d citation as well as a unique Slip Opinion citation that is paginated
to permit pinpoint page references. They are cited as follows: Keenan v Dayton Beach Park No. Ohralick v
Ohio State Bar Assn. Govic v New York City Tr. Newbold v Arvidson, Idaho , P2d [] 2 Where Official
Reports Unavailable Where an out-of-state case is cited only to the National Reporter System because no
official citation is available, the name of the jurisdiction should be added in abbreviated form in brackets:
Brinker v First Natl. Bank, 37 SW2d [Tex Commn App ] 3 Citing Reports Known by Name of Reporter When
citing reports known by name of the reporter, except New York and English reports, the jurisdiction should be
added in abbreviated form in brackets after the name of the reporter: Alberte v Anew Health Care Servs.
Appendix 2 D contains a list of jurisdictions that have adopted a public domain citation. Westlaw or Lexis is
permissible only when the case is not published in book form. Provide the case name, citation, court, decision
date and docket or index number. If the source is Westlaw or Lexis, and access to both is available, cite both
services: Regal v General Motors Corp. Provide the uniform resource locator URL precisely as it appears in
the Internet browser; the case name or document title; the precise identifier, such as case citation or number;
and the date of the decision, adding if applicable the date that the decision was updated or corrected. Add
pinpoint citations, if any, after the precise identifier. The name of the author may be added if desired:
Applications of a Child with a Disability [Board of Educ. Supply case name information where applicable.
Matter of Freeport Union Free Sch.
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For other federal courts e. Reporters for courts of last resort usually contain only the state abbreviation e.
Appeals courts usually have an abbreviation of "appeals" in their reporter title. For everything else, consult
Table 1 for the appropriate reporter abbreviations. You cannot cite merely to the first page unless you are
talking about the case in general. This is true even if both are the same page. Use a dash to separate the pages
e. Abbreviate the court and jurisdiction according to Tables 1 - 2 jurisdictional , 7 courts and 10 geographical.
Some wrinkles to keep an eye on are: Phillip Augustus, 24 U. Phillip Augustus, 34 N. Phillip Augustus, 16
Mass. Phillip Augustus, 23 Mass. For decisions not published in official reporters, give the exact date [Rule
There are two main types though others exist, see rules Substantive Information [rule 1. If information is not
appropriate in the text but would help a reader to understand a citated proposition, then it should be added into
a parenthetical. Further, explanantory parentheticals should 1 Begin with a present participle [rule 1. Never
start a present participle with a capital letter. If a quote is a full sentence or reads as a full sentence, then begin
with a capital letter. Information Regarding Cases [rule Phillip Augustus, 34 Mass.
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); however, you may eliminate all or part of the court abbreviation in the parenthetical if the name of any cited reporter
clearly indicates which court decided the case (i.e., if only that court's decisions are reported in that reporter) (ALWD
Rules (c)(3)(f) and.
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